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and her sister Chanise were born only 18 months apart.
Chanise is the oldest of the two. Fact, they dont always see eye
to eye but when it comes to finding out what happened to their
dear friend Mrs. Brown or Mama Brown as they affectionately
called her, they would stop at nothing. Thats until Debra lied to
the police and threatened their freedom. How will they uncover
the mystery behind Mrs. Browns disappearance It will take a
family effort and the breaking of more rules to get to the truth.
As a little girl, I would make up stories and pretend I was
solving mysteries. So, I tried to make this book unpredictable,
full of twists and turns and yet leave you teary eyed at the
same time. I wrote this book to inspire, educate and entertain
people, especially children and teens all over the globe. The
characters are modeled after my daughters, husband,
nephews, and nieces. Their unique personalities shine through
and once youre finished reading this novel you will feel as
though youre apart of our family. There are some serious
subjects...
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R eviews
Totally among the best publication I have ever go through. This really is for all those who statte that there had not
been a well worth studying. I am just very happy to let you know that this is actually the very best pdf we have go
through inside my very own daily life and could be he very best ebook for actually.
-- Miss Audr a Moen
This book will never be straightforward to start on looking at but extremely exciting to read. I actually have read
through and that i am sure that i am going to gonna go through once more again in the future. I am happy to explain
how this is the very best book i have read through in my individual lifestyle and may be he best publication for at any
time.
-- Estr ella Howe DVM
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